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Nancy resolves to aid Helen Corning's relations remedy the secret of the ghost haunting their
previous mansion. A mysterious guy seems to be on the Drew domestic to warn Nancy that her
father, Carson Drew is in danger. This caution activates a look for the lacking Willie Wharton,
The Hidden Staircase (Nancy Drew #2) a land owner, who can turn out he signed away his land
to the railroad and shop the railroad from a lawsuit. Meanwhile, the disappearance of Mr. Drew,
thefts and mysterious goings on at dual Elms, and the invention of a hidden staircase lead
Nancy to unravel those baffling mysteries.The tale is predicated at The Hidden Staircase
(Nancy Drew #2) the unique name The Hidden Staircase (Nancy Drew #2) of an analogous
identify first released in 1930. The plot is enormously various during this largely revised and
shortened version.
March eight 2014Nancy Drew used to be vey fascinating simply because there have been
mysteries occurring and that i do not know how Nancy might get of them down and remedy
them. the 1st one used to be approximately Nancy's friend, Helen and her Grandmother was
once afraid that there should be a ghost at her house. yet then prior there has been a guy
named Nathan Gomber who warned Nancy that her father is is danger. Nathan additionally
used to be going to shop for the dual Elms ( Helen and her Grandmother live.) Helens
Grandmother refused yet Gomber stated that if that if she does not enable him reside there then
undesirable issues will happen. So who do you think that the The Hidden Staircase (Nancy
Drew #2) ghost is? the following secret used to be approximately her father, Mr.drew. Mr. Drew
went on work trips a lot. So when you consider that Nancy used to be staying at dual Elms, her
father made up our minds after his journey he may still come to visit. He advised Nancy that he
will be there on Wednesday. That by no means occurred simply because it seems that they
suspect a taxi driving force abducted him. it began on that day while Mr.drew used to be going
to get a taxi. there has been one other taxi motive force using buff males that occurred to have
a felony record. So the 2 males observed Mr.Drew and driven him down and beat him up. in fact
the taxi driving force did not see simply because if The Hidden Staircase (Nancy Drew #2) he
did he may name the police! He provided to take him to the clinic yet one buff guy with a
crinkled ear acknowledged that if he ever spoke to him or advised anybody, his young children
and spouse might be harmed. given that Nancy used to be there attempting to work out who
abducted him the taxi motive force instructed him the shoe factor and that was once while she
advised the police and tracked down there registration code quantity and prior to you recognize
it, her dad is secure and the guy with the crinkled ear acquired arrested. until eventually
bankruptcy 7 on Feb 25 2014 This Nancy drew publication is particularly attention-grabbing
simply because there're spooky issues occurring in the home Nancy's friend, Helen lives in.
First what starts off taking place is that Helen says she beginning to the following noises and
random tune coming from a radio she does not have. Chandeliers are swaying they usually
imagine that ghosts could be residing in that condo simply because in the past The Hidden
Staircase (Nancy Drew #2) a guy used to stay there, and his spirit should be lurking in Helens
house. Helen additionally claims that she observed a peculiar taking a look creature open air

while she regarded out within the window. Now it truly is as much as Nancy to determine if this
can be precise or not.
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